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Perfins or 'Perforated Initials' first appeared on postage stamps in 1868. Companies perforated text and symbols into their stamps to protect them from theft. The use of perforations meant there was no need to overprint onto the stamp image.

Perfin was created based on the letterforms seen on these stamps, and is a clear, versatile display typeface.
FAMILY 36PT

REGULAR

ABC123
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consectetur adipiscing elit.
LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. SED EU ANTE MOLESTIE, ACCUMSAN METUS PULVINAR, DAPIBUS DUI. MORBI EGESTAS AUGE ID ELIT

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. SED EU ANTE MOLESTIE, ACCUMSAN METUS PULVINAR, DAPIBUS DUI. MORBI EGESTAS AUGE ID ELIT COMmodo SAGITTI S. CURA-
BITUR TEMPUS SIT AMET DUI UT EGESTAS. MAECENAS TINCIDUNT
LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. INTEGER DIGNISSIM TEMPUS CONSEQUAT. VESTIBULUM IN TINCIDUNT ERAT. VESTIBULUM RUTRUM INTERDUM DIAM A AUCTOR. DONEC QUIS ELIT ET ORCI HENDRERIT FERMENTUM. MORBI DICTUM PURUS ERAT, VITAE ELEMENTUM ERAT HENDRERIT EGET. INTEGER ULLAMCORPER DIAM VEL PELLENTESQUE VENERANITIS. NAM TEMPOR INTERDUM LACINIA. SED VESTIBULUM ENIM SED VIVERRA DICTUM. PROIN SEMPER LIGULA EGET IPSUM DAPI-

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. INTEGER DIGNISSIM TEMPUS CONSEQUAT. VESTIBULUM IN TINCIDUNT ERAT. VESTIBULUM RUTRUM INTERDUM DIAM A AUCTOR. DONEC QUIS ELIT ET ORCI HENDRERIT FERMENTUM. MORBI DICTUM PURUS ERAT, VITAE ELEMENTUM ERAT HENDRERIT EGET. INTEGER ULLAMCORPER DIAM VEL PELLENTESQUE VENERANITIS. NAM TEMPOR INTERDUM LACINIA. SED VESTIBULUM ENIM SED VIVERRA DICTUM. PROIN SEMPER LIGULA EGET IPSUM DAPIBUS TINCIDUNT. PRAESENT EU DICTUM ENIM, AC DAPIBUS LIBERO. MORBI SIT AMET ELET AC LOREM SUCCEPTIBUS EUIBMOD. QUISQUE CONVALLIS DICTUM VULPUTATE. VESTIBULUM ODIO ERAT, ULTRICES IN INTERDUM ET, MAEGANAD TINCIDUNT NEST. MAEGANAS

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. INTEGER DIGNISSIM TEMPUS CONSEQUAT. VESTIBULUM IN TINCIDUNT ERAT. VESTIBULUM RUTRUM INTERDUM DIAM A AUCTOR. DONEC QUIS ELIT ET ORCI HENDRERIT FERMENTUM. MORBI DICTUM PURUS ERAT, VITAE ELEMENTUM ERAT HENDRERIT EGET. INTEGER ULLAMCORPER DIAM VEL PELLENTESQUE VENERANITIS. NAM TEMPOR INTERDUM LACINIA. SED VESTIBULUM ENIM SED VIVERRA DICTUM. PROIN SEMPER LIGULA EGET IPSUM DAPIBUS TINCIDUNT. PRAESENT EU DICTUM ENIM, AC DAPIBUS LIBERO. MORBI SIT AMET ELET AC LOREM SUCCEPTIBUS EUIBMOD. QUISQUE CONVALLIS DICTUM VULPUTATE. VESTIBULUM ODIO ERAT, ULTRICES IN INTERDUM ET, MAEGANAD TINCIDUNT NEST. MAEGANAS
EXTENT
1 weight, regular.

DESKTOP LICENCE
Licences are sold on the number of CPUs within a single company, at a single location. Our standard licence caters for 1–3 computers. Multiple user licences can be purchased from our online shop or directly.

WEBFONT LICENCE
We offer both staggered self-hosting via a separate licence. These can be purchased on our online shop or by contacting us directly.

APP LICENCE
App licences are available. Please contact us directly for pricing and details.

BROADCASTING LICENCE
To broadcast on TV or cinema, a broadcasting licence is required and can be purchased via our online shop or directly.

ENTERPRISE LICENCE
For larger organisations we offer an enterprise licence, that enables unlimited usage across all touchpoints. Please contact us for further details.
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Colophon is an international, award-winning type foundry based in London (UK) and Los Angeles (US). We create, publish, and distribute high-quality retail and custom typefaces for analog and digital media.

Since 2009, Colophon has tasked itself with producing fonts that are composed with aesthetic and technological care, prompting a reputable library of new classics that couple typographic history with contemporary sensibilities. In tandem with its own designs, the foundry hosts original typefaces drawn by influential practitioners from varied design disciplines. The resulting catalogue offers graphic designers and users-of-type a series of indelible digital tools, each with a distinct typographic identity.

In addition to the offerings in our retail inventory, we accept commissions for custom fonts, font families, and logotypes, as well as tailored / bespoke versions of our existing typefaces, including language extensions.

Colophon Foundry’s self-initiated and commissioned work in type design is complemented by independent and collaborative initiatives in publishing, editing / curation, exhibition-making, and teaching, with a focus on local and international partnerships with institutions of all sizes.

In addition to the offerings in our retail inventory, we accept commissions for custom fonts, font families, and logotypes, as well as tailored / bespoke versions of our existing typefaces, including language extensions.
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